Hi, I’m Megan
VP Treaty Broker, Atlanta

I am a VP Treaty broker in the Atlanta, GA office working on regional property cat and E&S casualty business. I’ve been in the reinsurance industry for 7 years and found the industry to be constantly changing. Insurance is not boring because of the constantly changing environment we live in that we are required to continually react and keep up with. Innovation, creativity, and analytics have all taken hold of the insurance business, while allowing for the business to remain interpersonal and people focused. The dynamic environment and relationships within the business keep insurance from ever being boring.

LIFE
Who is a woman that inspires you? Why?
Newly appointed We Work CFO, Kimberly Ross. She has built a long career and held multiple CFO roles while maintaining a work life balance and not sacrificing her relationships and interests outside of the job. She’s kept integrity in all the positions she’s held and shown that you can work your way into the C-suite as a strong woman without losing sight of yourself, your values or why you do the job you’ve chosen.

When I’m not at work, I’m most happy doing DIY projects and restorations, puzzles, exercising and exploring new cities.

What in your life has brought or given you the greatest satisfaction or fulfillment?
I have fantastic and supportive parents and their love and support of my career motivates me to continually make them proud by working towards my own goals. Knowing that I can be a strong role model for my daughter by working hard towards my goals and being a working mother balancing life and a fulfilling career is success to me. The greatest satisfaction would be showing her that she can achieve anything on her life path without sacrificing herself or her goals.

WORK
What first made you curious about exploring a career in reinsurance? I was always interested in numbers, leaning towards the actuarial tract, but found the world of reinsurance allowed me to combine my penchant for numbers with my enjoyment of building relationships.

What programs, networking groups, or mentoring opportunities are you involved at Guy Carpenter? I am involved in the Leading for Impact program which has been insightful and an excellent opportunity to network with colleagues around the globe. I also have a mentor within GC and a mentor relationship with a colleague at Marsh.

What’s the best career advice you’ve ever received? The best career advice I ever received was to make every experience, good or bad, an opportunity in its own way. Never pass up a chance to learn something new or take a step.

#WomensHistoryMonth
#EachforEqual
#WomenofGC